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Abstract
We generalize the class of soc subshifts, which correspond to regular languages, to subshifts
accepted by either nondeterministic or deterministic Turing machines in real time. We show
that every substitutive system can be accepted by a deterministic Turing machine in real time.
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1. Introduction
Symbolic dynamics, which studies dynamical systems on spaces of symbolic se-
quences, is intimately connected with formal language theory. Subshifts are in one-to-
one correspondence with the class of right central languages and an important class of
soc subshifts [9, 14] corresponds to the family of regular languages. Soc systems are
presented by nite labeled graphs and their properties can be read from the structure
of these graphs. There are, however, many interesting subshifts beyond soc systems
(e.g., all minimal ones) and formal language theory oers us the possibility to compare
their complexity. If we wish to keep the presentation of subshifts by labeled graphs,
we are naturally led to languages accepted by Turing machines in real time. While
every subshift can be presented by a countable labeled graph [5] in this case the graph
has a simple structure directly given by the Turing machine in question.
We consider machines equipped with a nite memory and n>0 pushdown stores.
Pushdown store is one of the simplest data structures and many results in complexity
theory are formulated in terms of them. Since a tape can be simulated by two pushdown
stores, a machine with 2n pushdown stores has the same computing power as a Turing
machine with n tapes. We obtain thus a ner hierarchy, which includes the class
of regular languages for n = 0 and the class of context-free languages for n = 1.
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Moreover, the resulting formalism is simpler and yields immediately labeled graphs
which present the subshifts. In general we consider nondeterministic machines but there
is an important class of deterministic machines. In both cases, to recognize whether an
innite word belongs to the subshift, the machine reads every time step a letter on the
input. If the input word belongs to the subshift, the computation is innite. If not, the
computation ends and the input word is rejected by the time of reading the rst error.
We show that the property of being accepted in real time by either nondeterministic
or deterministic Turing machine with a given number of pushdown stores is a topolog-
ical invariant. We show that every substitutive subshift is accepted by a deterministic
Turing machine in real time. Among Sturmian subshifts there is an important subclass
of subshifts which includes all quadratics, which are accepted by nondeterministic Tur-
ing machines in real time (this has been proved by Blanchard and Kurka [3]). Finally,
many subshifts obtained from cellular automata are realtime.
2. Machines, graphs and languages
If A is a nite alphabet, n 2 N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g, denote by An the set of words over
A of length n, A+ =
S
n>0 A




= A+ [ fg the set of nite words over A, AN the set of one-way innite words,
and A = A [ AN. For u 2 A, denote by juj its length (06juj61), and juja the
number of occurrences of a letter a 2 A in u. The (i + 1)st letter of a word u 2 A
is denoted by ui, so u = u0u1 : : :. For u 2 A, v 2 A write u v v if u is a subword
of v, i.e., if there exists j>0 such that ui = vj+i for all i < juj. When j = 0 we say
that u is a prex of v and write u v v. If i = jvj − juj we say that u is a sux of
v and write u v v. Denote by uji = u0 : : : ui−1 the prex of u of length i. The last
letter of a word u 2 A+ us denoted by u = ujuj−1. For u = u0 : : : un−1 denote by
u−1 = un−1 : : : u0 its inverse. The concatenation of the words u and v is written uv;
denote the nth concatenation power of u by un, and the periodic sequence generated by
its innite repetition by u1 2 AN. We frequently use the binary alphabet 2 = f0; 1g.
If A is a nite alphabet, an A-labeled graph is a structure G = (V; E; s; t; {; h), where
V = jGj is a set of vertices, E is a set of edges, s; t : E ! V are the source and
target maps, { 2 V is an initial vertex and h : E ! A is a labeling function (an
important special case is the graph labeled by letters, h : E ! A). A path in G is a
nite or innite sequence of edges e = e0e1 : : : such that s(e0) = { and s(ei) = t(ei−1)
for 1 < i < jej. The label of a path is the concatenation of the labels of its edges
h(e) = h(e0)h(e1) : : : .
A language LA is a realtime language, if it is accepted by a nondeterministic
Turing machine in real time. We use machines which work with pushdown stores. A
pushdown store can store words from an alphabet A. To update a pushdown store, its
top (rst) letter is replaced by a word. An updating instruction thus can be expressed
as a rule u! v where u 2 A is the rst letter and v 2 A is the word which replaces
it. If the content of the pushdown store is uw, where w 2 A, it is updated to vw.
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We consider generalized pushdown stores, in which u 2 A can also be a word. This
generalization does not increase the computational power. Such a generalized pushdown
store can be simulated by a pushdown store whose alphabet is the set of nonempty
words with length at most k for suitable k.
We consider a nondeterministic machine over an input alphabet A with nite memory
(set of inner states) A0 and n pushdown stores with alphabets A1; : : : ; An. The machine
works in real time. Every time step it reads a letter on the input, looks at its nite
memory and at the top of all its pushdown stores. On the base of this information it
chooses nondeterministically some action, in which it updates its nite memory and all
its pushdown stores. Such an action is therefore given by a rule
(u0; u1; : : : ; un)
a−! (v0; v1; : : : ; vn)
where a 2 A is the input letter, u0 2 A0 is the current inner state and ui 2 Ai is a word
on the top of ith pushdown store. The new inner state is then v0 2 A0 and vi 2 An is
the replacement word for the ith pushdown store. The dynamics of a machine is given
by a nite set of such rules, i.e., by a nite subset M of A  (A0  A1      An)2.
Besides we have an initial inner state q0 2 A0 and a set of accepting inner states
Q1A0. A computation can be viewed as a path in a graph GM, whose vertices
jGMj = A0A1  An correspond to congurations of the machine. A conguration
consists of the contents of the nite memory and all the pushdown stores.
Denition 1. A (nondeterministic realtime) machine (with n>0 pushdown stores) is a
structureM = (A; A0; A1; : : : ; An;M; q0; Q1), where A, A0, A1, : : :, An are nite alphabets,
q0 2 A0 is an initial state, Q1A0 is a set of accepting states and M A (A0A1 
    An)2 is a nite set of rules. We associate to M an A-labeled graph GM whose
vertex set is jGMj = A0  A1      An , its initial vertex is { = (q0; ; : : : ; ), and
whose labeled edges are
(u0; u1w1; : : : ; unwn)
a−! (v0; v1w1; : : : ; vnwn)
where (u0; u1; : : : ; un)
a−! (v0; v1; : : : ; vn) is any rule of M and wi 2 Ai are arbitrary
words.
We say that a machine M is deterministic, if GM is right resolving. This means
that for every vertex u 2 jGMj and every a 2 A there is at most one edge with source
u and label a. A machine is deterministic i the following property holds: Whenever
(u0; u1; : : : ; un)
a−! (v0; v1; : : : ; vn); (u0; u01; : : : ; u0n) a−! (v00; v01; : : : ; v0n)
are dierent rules of M such that there exist words wi; w0i 2 Ai with uiwi = u0iw0i ,
then viwi = v0iw
0
i . A sucient condition for a machine to be deterministic is that their
left-hand sides together with labels form a code, i.e., whenever in two productions
a = a0 and u0 = u00, then for some i either ui 6v u0i or u0i 6v ui.
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Denition 2. The language LM accepted by a machineM consists of all words u 2 A
such that there exists in GM an accepting path, i.e., a path
(q0; ; : : : ; )
u−−! (q; u1; : : : ; un)
for some q 2 Q1 and ui 2 Ai . Denote by R(n) the family of languages accepted
by deterministic machines with n pushdown stores and Q(n) the family of languages
accepted by nondeterministic machines with n pushdown stores. R =
S
n R(n) is the
family of deterministic realtime languages and Q =
S
nQ(n) is the family of nonde-
terministic realtime languages.
In Wagner and Wechsung [13] the family of deterministic realtime languages is
denoted by REALTIME. A machine with zero pushdown stores is just a nite au-
tomaton, so R(0) = Q(0) = REG is the family of regular languages. A machine with
one pushdown store is a pushdown automaton which accepts context-free languages,
so R(1)Q(1) = CF. A machine with 2n pushdown stores is equivalent to a Turing
machine with n tapes. By a theorem of Aanderaa [1], the hierarchy of deterministic
languages is innite and R(2n) is a proper subset of R(2n+2) [13, p. 137]. By a result
of Book and Greibach [4], Q = Q(3), so the hierarchy of nondeterministic realtime
languages is nite and moreover Q coincides with the class of languages accepted by
nondeterministic Turing machines in linear time (see also Wagner and Wechsung [13,
p. 403]). It is easy to see that every nondeterministic realtime language is context-
sensitive, QCS. It is an open question, whether this inclusion is proper.
Example 1. Consider a language L 2 consisting of such binary words u, that when-
ever 0i1j0 v u then i6j. Then L is accepted by a deterministic Turing machine with
one pushdown store.
Proof. Put A0 = f0; 1; 2g; A1 = 2, the initial state is q0 = 0; Q1 = A0 and rules are
(0; ) 0! (1; 1) (0; ) 1! (2; 1)
(1; ) 0! (1; 0) (2; 0) 1! (2; )
(1; ) 1! (2; ) (2; 1) 1! (2; 1)
(2; 1) 0! (1; 1)
Then L = LM.
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Example 2. Consider a language L 2 consisting of such binary words u, that when-
ever 1i0j1 v u with i > 0, then i6j, and whenever 0i1j0 v u with i > 0, then i6j.
Then L is accepted by a deterministic Turing machine with two pushdown stores.
Proof. Consider a Turing machine M with A0 = f0; 1; 2g, A1 = A2 = 2, initial state
q0 = 0, Q1 = A0 and rules
(0; ; ) 0! (1; 1; 1) (0; ; ) 1! (2; 1; 1)
(1; ; 0) 0! (1; 0; ) (2; 0; ) 1! (2; ; 0)
(1; ; 1) 0! (1; 0; 1) (2; 1; ) 1! (2; 1; 0)
(1; ; 1) 1! (2; ; 1) (2; 1; ) 0! (1; 1; )
Then L = LM.
3. Subshifts
Dene a metric d on the power space AN by
d(u; v) = 2−n where n = minfi 2 N; ui 6= vig:
The space AN is compact and homeomorphic to the Cantor middle third set. The shift
map  : AN ! AN is dened by (u)i = ui+1; thus (u0u1u2   ) = u1u2u3 : : : . Then
d((u); (v))62d(u; v), so  is continuous. A subshift over A is any nonempty subset
AN which is topologically closed and -invariant, i.e., (). The restriction of
the shift map to  is again continuous. We denote by n : !  the nth iterate, i.e.,
its composition with itself n times. A point u 2  is periodic, if n(u) = u for some
n. A subshift AN is minimal if it does not contain any proper subshifts. A subshift
is minimal i it is the closure of the orbit of any its point, i.e.,  = fn(u) : n>0g
for any u 2 .
Given a subshift AN, dene its associated language as
L() = fu 2 A ; (9v 2 )(u v v)g:
For n 2 N put also Ln() = L() \ An. The language L() is right central, i.e.,
closed under subwords (if u 2 L() and v v u then v 2 L()) and extendible to
the right (if u 2 L(), then there exists a 2 A, such that the concatenation ua is in
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L()). The converse is true: any right central language is the associated language of
a unique subshift (cf.[2]).
Denition 3. Let L be a family of languages (e.g., R(n), R, Q(n), Q). We say that
a subshift AN is of class L if L() belongs to L .
Suppose that AN is a subshift, whose language L() is accepted by a deter-
ministic machine M = (A; A0; : : : ; An;M; q0; Q1). Consider a computation of M on an
innite input word u 2 AN. If u 2 , then every one of its prex ujn belongs to L()
and there is a unique accepting path with label ujn. Thus the computation continues
indenitely for inputs u 2 . If u does not belong to  then there exists least n for
which ujn does not belong to L() and this is also the least n for which an accepting
path with label ujn does not exist. (Either there is no path with label ujn or the path
with label ujn ends in a nonaccepting vertex.) Thus, if we remove from M every rule
with either u0 or v0 from A0 nQ1, the resulting Turing machine accepts the same lan-
guage. We see, therefore, that every deterministic realtime language is accepted by a
Turing machine with the full set of accepting states Q1 = A0.
For nondeterministic machines, the situation is dierent. If u 2 , then again for
every n there exists an accepting path with label ujn, but there might be several ac-
cepting paths with this label. Moreover, an accepting path with label uj(n+1) need not
be a prolongation of an accepting path with label ujn. To verify whether u 2 AN be-
longs to , therefore, means to repeat the computation for every ujn from the scratch.
We can prove, however, that even in this case there exists a machine with full set of
accepting states Q1 = A0 which accepts . In this case a word u 2 AN belongs to 
i there exists an innite path with label u. During such an innite computation, we
know that every prex so far accepted really belongs to L().
Proposition 1. Let AN be a subshift and L() is accepted by a machine with
full set of accepting states (Q1 = A0). Then u 2  i there exists an innite path
with label u which starts at the initial vertex. If u 62  and if n is the rst index for
which ujn does not belong to L(); then there is no accepting path with label ujn.
The proof follows from a compactness argument.
To prove that even every nondeterministic realtime subshift can be accepted by a
machine with full set of accepting states, we use the concept of realtime computation
with delay and a speedup theorem. If we relax the denition of a machine to allow
for both labeled and unlabeled rules, we get the set of rules as a nite subset of
(A [ fg) (A0  A1      An)2:
We get a nondeterministic machine with n pushdown stores, which does not work
necessarily in real time. Again, the language accepted by such a machine consists of
the set of labels of accepting paths. A language is accepted by a machine of this type
(with at least 2 pushdown stores) i it is recursive. We say that a machine of this type
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works with delay k if there exists 06i < k, such that in every path u which starts
at the initial vertex, the labeled edges are exactly unk+i, n>0. By a speedup theorem
[4], if a language is accepted by a machine with delay k, then it is a nondeterministic
realtime language.
Theorem 1. If AN is a realtime subshift; then it is accepted by a nondeterministic
Turing machine with full set of accepting states Q1 = A0.
Proof. Suppose that M is a Turing machine which accepts in realtime the language
L(). We construct a machine with delay 8 with the full set of accepting states, which
accepts L(). The machine works in stages. At the end of stage n it has guessed a
word u 2L() of length 2n+5 and veried that the prex of the input of length 2n+2
equals the prex of u of the same length. The new machine uses the original machine
M as a subroutine and four additional pushdown stores with alphabets B = fa; a0 :
a 2 Ag, which besides the letters from A contains their primed variants. These primed
letters mark the bottom of pushdown stores. Let n>0, and let ui 2 A, 06i < 16, be
words of length 2n. Suppose that by time t = 2n+5 it has been veried that u0 : : : u7
belongs to L(); u0u1u2u3 equals the prex of the input, and the content of the four
new pushdown stores is
(u0 : : : u7; ; u4u5u6u7; ); t = 2n+5
and the last letter in the rst pushdown store is primed. The nth stage between times
2n+5 and 2n+6 is divided into four substages each of length 2n+3. In the rst substage
it is veried whether the word read on the input coincides with u4 in pushdown store
3 (a comparison is done every eighth step). If any inequality is found, the process is
terminated and the input word is not accepted. Simultaneously with these comparisons,
the content of pushdown store 1 is transferred in reverse order to pushdown stores 2
and 4. This transfer is done in a loop, which ends when a primed letter is read on the
top of the pushdown store 1. Thus the content of the pushdown stores at the end of
the rst substage is
(; (u0 : : : u7)−1; u5u6u7; (u0 : : : u7)−1); t = 2n+5 + 2n+3
and the last letters in both stores 2 and 4 is primed. In the second substage, the
input is compared with u5 in the pushdown store 3 and a word u8 : : : u15 is generated
nondeterministically and put in reverse order to pushdown store 2. This task runs in a
loop in which a letter is read from pushdown store 4 every time step until a primed
letter is encountered. The pushdown store 4 is used therefore only to store the length
of u0    u7. Simultaneously during the substages 1 and 2, the original machine M is
run to verify whether u0 : : : u15 belongs to L(). Every time step the machine is fed
with the same symbol which is stored in pushdown store 2. If u0 : : : u15 is not accepted
by M, the process is terminated and the input word is not accepted. Otherwise, the
process continues with content of pushdown stores
(; (u0 : : : u15)−1; u6u7; ); t = 2n+5 + 2n+4:
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In the word (u0 : : : u15)−1 contained in the pushdown store 2, two letters are now
primed: the last one and the last letter of its rst half. In the third substage the word
u8    u15 is transferred from the pushdown store 2 to both pushdown stores 1 and 4.
This is done in a loop until a primed letter is encountered. Simultaneously, u6 in the
pushdown store 3 is compared with the input. The content of the pushdown stores is
then
(u8    u15; (u0 : : : u7)−1; u7; u8 : : : u15); t = 2n+5 + 3  2n+3:
The last letter in both pushdown stores 1 and 2 is primed. In the fourth substage,
u0 : : : u7 is transferred from pushdown store 2 to pushdown store 1 until a primed letter
is encountered. Simultaneously, u7 is compared with the input. We obtain
(u0 : : : u15; ; ; u8 : : : u15); t = 2n+6
with the last letter in the rst pushdown store primed. Thus, we know now at this
time that u0 : : : u15 belongs to L() and u0 : : : u7 has been read on the input. The
process now continues with the roles of pushdown stores 3 and 4 interchanged. We
leave the technical details of the implementation. In the initial stages up to time 32 the
machine has to work slightly dierently. It must be initialized so that by time 32 the
rst pushdown store contains a word of length 8, which belongs to the language, its
rst half has been read on the input and its second part is stored in pushdown store 3.
Proposition 2. If  is a realtime subshift; then it is accepted by a Turing machine
with full set of accepting states Q1 = A0 and 7 pushdown stores.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 of Book and Greibach [4], every realtime language is accepted
by a Turing machine with three pushdown stores. From the construction of Theorem
1, 4 additional pushdown stores are sucient.
From now on we consider only machines with full set of accepting states. These are
structures M = (A; A0; : : : An;M; q0), where M is a nite subset of A (A0A1   
An)
2 and q0 2 A0.
4. Factors and conjugacies
We say that a subshift 1BN is a factor of a subshift 0AN if there exists
a continuous surjective map F : 0 ! 1, which commutes with the shifts, i.e., for
every x 2 0; F((x)) = (F(x)). Every factor map F is determined by some local
map f : Ar ! B; r>1 via F(x)i = f(xi; : : : ; xi+r−1). If F is bijective, we call it a
conjugacy and say that 0 and 1 are topologically conjugate. A property which is
preserved by topological conjugacy is called topological invariant.
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Theorem 2. If 1 is a factor of 0 and 0 is of class Q(n); then 1 is of class Q(n).
The property of being a nondeterministic realtime subshift is therefore a topological
invariant.
Proof. Suppose that 0AN is accepted by M = (A; A0; A1 : : : ; An;M; q0). Let f :
Ar ! B be a local map of a factor map F : 0 ! 1. We construct a machine
M0 = (B; B0; A1; : : : ; An;M 0; q00) which accepts 1. Put B0 = (L
r−1(1)  A0) [ fq00g,
where q00 is a new symbol and L
r−1(1) is the set of words from L(1) of length
r − 1. The initial rules of M0 over B are
(q00; ; : : : ; )
f(a0 :::ar−1)−−−−! ((a1 : : : ar−1; u0); u1; : : : ; un)
where (q0; ; : : : ; )
a0!    ar−1! (u0; u1; : : : ; un) is a path of length r in GM . The other
rules of M 0 are
((a1 : : : ar−1; u0); u1; : : : ; un)
f(a1 :::ar)−−−! ((a2 : : : ar ; v0); v1; : : : ; vn)
where (u0; u1 : : : un)
ar! (v0; v1 : : : vn) is a rule of M . It follows that every path in GM
with label a0a1 : : : yields a path in GM0 with label b0b1 : : :, where bi = f(ai : : : ai+r−1)
and this path belongs to 1. Conversely every point in 1 can be obtained in this way.
Thus 1 is of class Q(n).
If the machine M in Theorem 2 is deterministic, the machine M0 need not be
deterministic, so a factor of a deterministic realtime subshift need not be deterministic
realtime. However, suppose that F is a conjugacy, whose inverse conjugacy has local
rule g : Bp ! A. Then M0 is right closing with delay r + p. This means that if there
are two paths with the same label b0 : : : bn−1, then a0 : : : an−p = g(b0 : : : bn−1) is xed
and the initial part of the path in GM of length n−p− r is xed too. We use this to
show that the determinism is a topological invariant.
Theorem 3. If 0 is a subshift of class R(n); and 1 is conjugate to 0; then it is
also of class R(n).
Proof. Let 0AN, 1BN, and f : Ar ! B; g : Bp ! A are local maps of mutually
inverse conjugacies F : 0 ! 1 and G : 1 ! 0. Let M = (A; A0; A1; : : : ; An;M; q0)
be a deterministic machine which accepts 0. We construct a deterministic machine
M0 = (B; B0; A1; : : : An;M 0; q00). Here B0 = (Lr+p−2(1)  A0) [ fq00g, where Lr+p−2
(2) is the set of nonempty words of L(2) of length at most r + p− 2. The initial
rules of M 0 are
(q00; ; : : : ; )
b0−−! ((b0; q0); ; : : : ; ); b0 2 B:
Further rules are
((b0 : : : bi−1; q0); ; : : : ; )
bi−−! ((b0 : : : bi; q0); ; : : : ; )
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for 0< i < r + p− 2,
((b0 : : : br+p−3; q0); ; : : : ; )
br+p−2−−! ((b1 : : : br+p−2; u0); u1; : : : ; un)
where
(q0; ; : : : ; )
g(b0 :::bp−1)−−−−!   
g(br−1 :::br+p−2)−−−−! (u0; u1; : : : un)
is a path in M, and nally
((b1 : : : br+p−2; u0); u1; : : : ; un)
br+p−1−−! ((b2 : : : br+p−1; v0); v1; : : : ; vn)
where
(u0; u1; : : : ; un)
g(br :::br+p−1)−−−−! (v0; v1; : : : vn)
is a rule in M. Clearly M0 is deterministic and accepts 1.
Example 3. There exists a realtime subshift which is not deterministic realtime subshift
but is a factor of a deterministic realtime subshift.
Proof of Example 3. We use the fact that the language
L1 = fw12 : : : wj2w−1i : 16i6j; w1; : : : ; wj 2 2g
is a realtime language but not deterministic realtime [13, p 123]. Consider a set
X1 = fu03u13u23 : : : : ui 2 L1g
and let 1f0; 1; 2; 3gN be the smallest subshift which contains X1. Then 1 is not
deterministic realtime subshift. If it were, we would get a deterministic procedure to
accept the language L1. On the other hand, it is not dicult to construct a nondeter-
ministic Turing machine which accepts 1. If u03u13u23 : : : 2 1, then u0 is any sux
of a word from L1, i.e., a word of the form w12 : : : 2wj. Then a nondeterministic Turing
machine for L1 is applied to words u1; : : : . To obtain 1 as a factor of a deterministic
realtime subshift, consider a language
L0 = fw12 : : : wj4w−1i : 16i6j; w1; : : : ; wj 2 2g
and construct from it a set X0 and a subshift 0f0; 1; 2; 3; 4gN in the same way as
1 is constructed from L1. Then 0 is clearly a deterministic realtime subshift and the
map f(4) = 2, f(i) = i for 06i63 yields a factor map from 0 to 1.
A machine with 0 pushdown stores is just a nite automaton, so subshifts of type
R(0) = Q(0) are just soc systems. A language is accepted by a nondeterministic
machine with one pushdown store i it is context free. Context-free subshifts (subshifts
with context-free languages) have been considered by Krieger [7]. The languages from
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both Examples 1 and 2 are right central, the corresponding subshifts are, therefore,
deterministic realtime subshifts.
Proposition 3. Every context-free subshift has a periodic point.
Proof. By the Pumping lemma for context-free grammars, there exist words x; y; z; u; v 2
A such with jyuj>1 and xyizuiv 2 L() for every n > 0, it follows that both y1
and u1 belong to .
5. Substitutive systems
A substitution on alphabet A is a map  : A! A+. We associate to  a AA matrix
Mab = j(a)jb. We assume that  is primitive, i.e., there exists n > 0 such that all
entries of the power matrix Mn are positive. The language
L = fu 2 A : (9k > 0)(9a 2 A)(u v k(a))g
is then right central and the corresponding subshift  is minimal [12]. We use the
following property proved in Mosse [10, 11].
Proposition 4. Let  : A! A+ be a primitive substitution.
1. Any x 2  can be written as x = t((y)) where y 2 ; 06t < j(y0)j.
2. There exist N0; N1 > 0 such that every x 2 L of length at least N1 can be uniquely
decomposed as x = y(w)z; where jwj > 0; jyj; jzj < N0; jy(w0)j; j(w)zj>N0
(w is the last letter of w).
If x is a subword of x0, then the decomposition x0 = y0(w0)z0 is an extension of the
decomposition x = y(w)z. This means that if x0 = uxv, then uy = y(u0) for some
u0 v w0 and zv = (v0) z for some v0 v w0.
By Perron{Frobenius theory of positive matrices, M has a spectral radius  > 1.
Moreover, there exist 0< M06M1 such that
M0k6jk(a)j6M1k
for every a 2 A and every k > 0, and there exist constants 1 < 0 <  < 1 and
p0 such that
0juj6j(u)j61juj
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for every word u 2 Lp() for which p>p0 [12]. In the sequel we use letters
N0; N1; ;0; 1; M0; M1; p0 in the meaning introduced above.
Denition 4. Let p > 0. We dene a relation Rp(A)3 by
(u; w; v) 2 Rp i u; v 2Lp(); uw v (v)
= (v0 : : : vp−1); uw 6v (v1 : : : vp−1):
Dene a graph Gp with vertices jGpj = f{g [ fk(u) : u 2 Lp(); k>0g, initial
vertex { and edges
{ u! u; u 2Lp();
k(u)
k (w)−−! k+1(v); k>0; (u; w; v) 2 Rp:
Lemma 1. Let p be any integer satisfying
p > p0; p>
2M1 +M00
M0(0 − 1) :
Then for every (u; w; v) 2 Rp we have jwj > 1 and for every k > 0 and a 2 A we
have jk(w)j>2jk(a)j.
Proof. Let (u; w; v) 2 Rp. Then 0(p − 1) 6 juj + jwj61p, so jwj>(0 − 1)p −
0>2M1=M0 > 1. Moreover, for every k > 0 and every a 2 A we get
jk(w)j>jwjM0k>2M1k>2jk(a)j:
Proposition 5. If  is a primitive substitution and p satises the conditions of Lemma







(2))−−!   
is a label of a path in Gp, then every of its initial part is a subword of some k(u) 2 L,
and, therefore, belongs to . Conversely, let x = x(0) 2 . Using recursively Propo-
sition 4 we can construct a sequence of points x(i) 2  such that, x(i) = ti((x(i+1)))
where 06ti < j(x(i+1)0 )j. For each i 2 N put u(i) = x(i)0 : : : x(i)p−1 and w(i) as the
unique word in A such that u(i)w(i) v (u(i+1)). Then (u(i); w(i); u(i+1)) 2 Rp and
for every i; u(0)w(0)(w(1)) : : : i(w(i)) is a prex of x. Since every w(i) is nonempty,
x = u0w0(w1)2(w2) : : : is a path in Gp.
Example 4 (Morse). The Morse substitutive system  : 2! 22 is given by (0) = 01,
(1) = 10. The Morse subshift is the orbit closure of the Morse sequence 1(0) =
0110100110010110 : : :.
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For p = 2 the graph Gp of the Morse subshift is
Theorem 4. Let  : A! A+ be a primitive substitution. Then  is a nondeterministic
realtime subshift.
Proof. Suppose that p satises the conditions of Lemma 1. We describe a nondeter-
ministic Turing machine which accepts  following a path in Gp. It works in stages.
By the end of stage k it has arrived from the initial state to some vertex k(u), it keeps
in its nite memory the word u and in its pushdown stores all words k(a), a 2 A.
In stage k + 1 it chooses for given u nondeterministically some triple (u; w; v) 2 Rp,
veries whether the next part of the input word is k(w), stores in its nite memory
v and in its pushdown stores it constructs all words k+1(a), a 2 A. This construction
takes 2jk(a)j steps which is less than or equal to jk(w)j, so it can be done in real
time.
For every a 2 A we have 8 pushdown stores denoted by (a; 0); : : : ; (a; 7). The use of
pushdown stores alternates in even and odd stages. At the end of an even stage k = 2n,
n 2 N, a word u is stored in the nite memory and words k(a) are stored in pushdown
stores (a; 0), (a; 1), (a; 6) (in reading order). In stage k+1 an element (u; w; v) 2 Rp is
chosen nondeterministically and k(w) is constructed and compared with the input. To
construct k(w0), the pushdown store (w0; 0) is read and stored in (w0; 4) (in reverse
order). These two pushdown stores are therefore used as a tape. To construct k(w1),
(w1; 1) is read and stored in (w1; 5) (also in reverse order). Simultaneously, with the
construction of k(w1), the content of (w0; 4) is stored back to (w0; 0) at a faster rate,
so for the construction of k(w2) the machine can again use pushdown stores (w2; 0)
and (w2; 4). Simultaneously, with the whole construction of k(w) the words k+1(a)
are constructed in the pushdown stores (a; 2), (a; 3) for all a 2 A. First, during the
construction of k(w0) the content of (a; 6) is copied to (a; 7), so that (a; 7) contains
k(a) in the reverse order. Then the pushdown store (a; 7) is read letter by letter (until
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its bottom is reached) and for every letter b, (b) is written to (a; 2), (a; 3) and (a; 6).
Thus at the end of stage k+1, the pushdown stores (a; 2), (a; 3), (a; 6) contain k+1(a),
and they play the role of (a; 0), (a; 1), (a; 6) in the next even stage. The procedure is
initialized in stage 0 when rst p letters of the input are read, stored as u into nite
memory and (a) are put into pushdown stores (a; 0), (a; 1) and (a; 6). The machine
stops and rejects the input word whenever the input symbol does not coincide with the
symbol currently constructed inside k(w). Thus, if the input word belongs to , there
exists an innite computation. If not, the computation must terminate by the occurrence
of the rst error.
In the next theorem we prove that every substitutive system is even deterministic
realtime. The idea is to use the algorithm constructed in Theorem 4 and follow all
possible paths simultaneously. We have only to prove that the number of possible
paths is bounded.
Denition 5. Let x 2 L, p > 0. A p-admissible conguration for x is any quintuple
(k; l; u; w; v), such that k>0, (u; w; v) 2 Rp, l < jk(u0)j, l + jxj > jk(u)j, and xi =
k(uw)l+i for 06i < jxj.
Notice that, if x 2 L and jxj>p, then from any path in Gp with label x we can
obtain a quintuple (k; ‘; u; w; v) which is a p-admissible conguration for x.
Lemma 2. There exist p > 0 and M > 0 such that for every x 2 L there exist at
most M p-admissible congurations for x.
Proof. Suppose that p satises the conditions of Lemma 1 and an additional inequality









Let (k; l; u; w; v) be a p-admissible conguration for x. Then
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possibilities for k. Consider now p-admissible congurations with xed k. Put x(0) = x
and for i > 0 construct repeatedly by Proposition 4 the unique decompositions x(i−1) =
y(i)(x(i))z(i) as long as jx(i−1)j>N1. Then
i−1(x(i−1)) = i−1(y(i))i(x(i))i−1(z(i))
and since ji−1(y(i))j; ji−1(z(i))j< N0M1i−1, we get
ji(x(i))j> ji−1(x(i−1))j − 2N0M1i−1:
Adding these inequalities for i from 1 to j we get
jj(x(j))j> jx(0)j − 2N0M1(1 +   +j−1)> M0(p− 1)k − 2N0M1 
j
− 1 :







− 1 > N1:
Thus we get a unique decomposition
x = y(1)(y(2)) : : : k−1(y(k))k(x(k))k−1(z(k)) : : : (z(2))z(1):
Since x is a subword of k(uw), the decomposition of k(uw) must be an extension
of the decomposition of x (see Remark after Proposition 4). Thus the number of
possibilities for l is at most the length of uw, which is at most 1p. Thus, if M3 is
the size of the (nite) relation Rp, then the number of p-admissible congurations is
at most M = M2M31p.
Theorem 5. Let  : A ! A+ be a primitive substitution. Then  is a deterministic
realtime subshift.
Proof. Let p satisfy the conditions from Lemma 1 and 2, let M be the upper bound for
the number of p-admissible congurations from Lemma 2. Consider rst a machine
M0 which diers from the machine constructed in the proof of Theorem 4 only in
having for every letter a 2 A, 8M pushdown stores denoted (a; i; j), where 06i < M
and 06j < 8. To retrieve k(a) in an even stage, the machine uses stores (a; 0; 0),
(a; 0; 1) and (a; 0; 6) but constructs the words k+1(a) in all stores (a; i; 2), (a; i; 3) and
(a; i; 6). The stores (a; i; 0) and (a; i; 1) therefore, are, not used by M0 for i > 0. In
an odd stage, the machine uses stores (a; 0; 2), (a; 0; 3) and (a; 0; 6) but constructs the
words k+1(a) in all stores (a; i; 0), (a; i; 1) and (a; i; 6), so the stores (a; i; 2) and (a; i; 3)
therefore, are, not used for i > 0. We consider now M machines M0 which work in
parallel and follow dierent paths for a given input. When, during the comparison with
the input, an inequality is found, the concerned machine is deactivated. When at the end
of a particular stage the ith machine nds for given u several possible (u; w; v) 2 Rp, it
takes one of these possibilities for itself and activates other dormant machines for the
other possibilities. In the next stage the jth newly activated machine looks for words
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k(a) in the stores (a; j; 0), (a; j; 1) and (a; j; 6) in an even stage of the ith machine
(and in the stores (a; j; 2), (a; j; 3) and (a; j; 6) in an odd stage). A deactivated machine
is immediately ready for such a task even when its stores are not empty. A special
symbol can be put in these stores to signify the new bottom. By Lemma 2 the number
of activated machines never exceeds M . The whole process runs as long as at least
one machine is active.
6. Sturmian subshifts
The irrational rotations, which are an important class of dynamical systems, can be
obtained as factors of Sturmian subshifts. Like substitutive systems, they are minimal.
A Sturmian sequence is determined by an innite sequence of positive integers a =
(ai)i>0. The irrational number a = [0; a0; a1; : : :], whose continued fraction expansion
is just the sequence a is the angle of the corresponding rotation of the circle. Dene
a sequence of binary words
W−1 = 1; W0 = 0; W1 = 0a0−11; W2 = Wa11 W0; : : : Wn+1 = W
an
n Wn−1
Then Wi v Wi+1. The Sturmian sequence corresponding to a is the limit W =
limn!1Wn, and the Sturmian subshift a is the closure of its -orbit. An integer
sequence a = (ai)i>0 is called polynomial, if there exists a polynomial p(x) with in-
teger coecients such that an = p(n) for every n. An integer sequence a is called
polynomial mixture, if there exists an integer m such that for every 06j < m the
sequence bi = aim+j is polynomial. The Sturmian subshifts with polynomial mixtures
include all quadratic irrationals (solutions of quadratic equations with integer coe-
cients) as well as number e. The following theorem has been proved in Blanchard and
Kurka [3].
Theorem 6. If a = (an)n>0 is a polynomial mixture; then a is a nondeterministic
realtime subshift.
7. Cellular automata
Many realtime subshifts occur naturally in the study of cellular automata. If A is a
nite alphabet, denote by AZ = fu : Z ! Ag the set of two-way innite sequences
of letters from A (Z is the set of integers). Dene a metric on AZ by d(x; y) = 2−n,
where n = minfi : xi 6= yi or x−i 6= y−ig. Then AZ becomes a compact metric
space homeomorphic to the Cantor set. A cellular automaton is a continuous map F :
AZ ! AZ, which commutes with the shift, i.e., F((x)) = (F(x)), where (x)i = xi+1.
Every cellular automaton is determined by some local map f : A2r+1 ! A by formula
F(x)i = f(xi−r ; : : : ; xi+r). If we write the sequence of iterations of a cellular automaton
into consecutive lines, we obtain subshifts in columns. For m>0 consider an alphabet
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B = A2m+1 and consider the subshift which occurs in 2m+1 central columns −m; : : : ; m.
It is dened by
m = fu 2 (A2m+1)N : (9x 2 AZ)(8n>0)(Fn(x)[−m;m] = un)g:
Given a class of languages L, we say that a cellular automaton is of class L, if for all
m, L(m) belongs to L. Cellular automata with regular languages have been studied
in Kurka) [8]. An example of a cellular automaton with nonregular languages has been
given by Gilman. We give rst an example of a context-free cellular automaton.
Example 5. Take A = f0; 1; 2g, with transition function given by
2 X12 1 XY1 XYZW1 0
2 2 1 1 1 0
where X; Y; Z;W 2 f0; 1; 2g, and the rst applicable rule is used. Then the cellular
automaton is context free.
A sample development of this cellular automaton is
: : : 0000000000120 : : :
: : : 0000000011220 : : :
: : : 0000001112220 : : :
: : : 0000111122220 : : :
: : : 0011112222220 : : :
It is easy to see that the one-column subshift is
1 = f0n1m21 : 06n6mg [ f0n11 : 06ng [ f01g:
This is a context-free subshift which is a slight modication of Example 1. Put Q =
f0; 1; 2; 3g, A1 = 2, the initial state is q0 = 0 and productions
(0; ) 0! (1; 1) (0; ) 1! (2; 1) (0; ) 2! (3; 1)
(1; ) 0! (1; 0) (1; ) 1! (2; ) (2; 0) 1! (2; )
(2; 1) 1! (2; 1) (2; 1) 2! (3; 1) (3; 1) 2! (3; 1)
It is easy to see that the subshifts obtained in any central 2m + 1 columns remain
context-free.
A slightly more complicated is the cellular automaton considered by Gilman.
Example 6. Take A = 2 and f(x)i = xi+1xi+2.
The subshift 1 consists of binary words u 2 2N such that if uk−1 = 0 and uk = 1,
then ui = 1 for k < i < 2k. This is a realtime subshift which is accepted with Turing
machine with states Q = f0; 1; 2; 3; 4g, two binary pushdown stores, initial state q0 = 0
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and rules
(0; ; ) 1! (1; 01; 1) (0; ; ) 0! (2; 01; 1)
(1; ; 0) 1! (1; 00; 1) (3; 0; ) 1! (3; ; 00)
(1; ; 1) 1! (1; 0; 1) (3; 1; ) 1! (3; 1; 0)
(1; ; 1) 0! (2; 0; 1) (3; 1; ) 0! (4; 1; 0)
(2; ; ) 0! (2; 0; ) (4; ; ) 0! (4; ; 0)
(2; 0; ) 1! (3; ; 00) (4; ; 0) 1! (1; 00; )
If (0; ; ) u! (k; 0n1; 0m1) is a path in the graph, then juj = n+ m so both pushdown
stores store integers whose sum is the length of the word accepted. One of the stores
holds, moreover, the number of ones which have yet to appear on the input.
We conjecture that every cellular automaton yields in this way only realtime sub-
shifts. A counterexample to this conjecture would resolve a long standing open prob-
lem whether the family of nondeterministic realtime languages is a proper subset of
the family of context-sensitive languages.
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